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Abstract
Open and draped magnetic field topologies are important at Mars because they can provide ionospheric particles a path to escape to space. Four years of Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN data are analyzed in this study, demonstrating that the altitude at which the ionospheric density drops below $10^2$ cm$^{-3}$ is essentially coincident with the altitude down to which open and draped magnetic field lines are observed in the ionosphere. During times of enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure, a greater fraction of the magnetic topology was observed as open or draped (as opposed to closed) above densities of $10^2$ cm$^{-3}$. The altitudes at which the ionospheric density fell below $10^2$ cm$^{-3}$, and the magnetic field topology transitioned from closed to open or draped, also decreased during higher dynamic pressure conditions. Times of enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure thus appear to drive greater penetration of draped magnetic field into the ionosphere, enhancing the rate of reconnection between draped and crustal magnetic fields and producing more open field. Such observations may have implications for the long-term evolution of the Martian ionosphere; the historic solar wind is thought to have been denser and faster than present-day conditions, and “quiet time” conditions may have been equivalent to extreme dynamic pressure events today. Depending on past atmospheric conditions at Mars, draped topology may have routinely penetrated deep into the ionosphere, and quiet time rates of ionospheric escape to space may thus have been much greater for early Mars than today.

1. Introduction
Mars lacks an internally driven dipole magnetic field, and consequently, the interaction between the planet, its ionosphere and extended exosphere, and the supersonic solar wind results in the formation of a partially induced magnetosphere (e.g., Bertucci et al., 2011; Brain et al., 2003; Halekas et al., 2017a). The mixed nature of the Martian magnetosphere, where particle thermal pressure and magnetic pressure are both significant contributors to standing off the solar wind, also leads to a highly variable magnetic environment that can influence plasma interactions, particularly on the dayside of the planet. This variability is driven in large part by upstream solar wind conditions. Such behavior is different at magnetized planets, for example, Earth, where the strong dipole magnetic field dominates in the interaction with the super sonic solar wind flow and produces a much more “rigid” obstacle.

The highly variable magnetic environment in the Martian magnetosphere can lead to significant and sudden changes in the local magnetic field strength, orientation, and topology, which can occur on timescales less than the ion gyropotential. Of particular interest in this study is the local magnetic field topology, which describes the plasma regions to which the local magnetic field is connected. Three types of topology have been identified at Mars: (1) draped magnetic fields that have both ends of the local field line embedded within the solar wind; (2) open magnetic fields that have one end of the local field line embedded within the solar wind and the other end embedded below the electron exobase region deep within the ionosphere (the electron exobase is typically defined as the region where the electron mean free path is equal to the ionospheric scale height, and is usually located at around 160 km altitude [Xu et al., 2015]); and (3) closed magnetic field lines that have both ends of the local field line embedded below the electron exobase region.
Draped field lines are a result of the interplanetary magnetic field encountering the planetary obstacle as they are advected along with the solar wind flow. The formation of draped field lines begins upstream of the Martian bow shock; the photoionization and charge exchange of exospheric neutrals there leads to “mass loading” of the solar wind when these newly produced ions are accelerated by the solar wind motional electric field. Conservation of momentum subsequently reduces the solar wind flow velocity upstream of the planet (e.g., Breus et al., 1989; Dubinin & Lundin, 1995; Chaffin et al., 2015; Holmström, 2006; Rahmati et al., 2015). Downstream of the bow shock, solar wind magnetic fields penetrate into the dayside Martian ionosphere, where additional induced ionospheric currents (produced as a result of the finite conductivity of the Martian ionosphere) cause them to appear “hung up” in the dayside ionosphere. Both ends of these field lines remain embedded within the solar wind on either side of the planetary obstacle; advection of these ends with the solar wind flow past the planet results in the formation of induced magnetotail fields in the wake of the planet.

Closed magnetic fields are typically associated with crustal remanent magnetism that is strongest in the Southern Hemisphere (e.g., Acuna et al., 1999). These crustal fields, which rotate with the planet, form “mini magnetospheres” in the ionosphere that can temporarily trap plasma via the Lorentz force.

Open magnetic field lines can form as a result of magnetic reconnection, for example, between draped and closed magnetic fields. Because the upstream solar wind conditions (including solar wind magnetic field orientation) can change on short timescales, and because the crustal magnetic fields rotate with the planet, the global magnetic topology at Mars constantly changes with time.

Above the Martian exobase region (the exobase is typically defined as the altitude where the mean free path equals the atmospheric scale height and is located at around 170–200 km at Mars [Jakosky et al., 2017]), the plasma environment is collisionless, meaning that charged particles will gyrate unimpeded about the local magnetic field in response to the Lorentz force. When draped magnetic field lines penetrate down into this collisionless region, they provide ionospheric particles access to the solar wind. Open field lines by definition provide ionospheric particles access to the solar wind. Draped and open magnetic field topologies can thus enable direct ionospheric escape to space, assuming that the charged particles possess escape energy to overcome Mars’ gravitational potential, and their motion is unhindered by other processes. In contrast, ionospheric particles gyrating about closed magnetic field lines are unlikely to escape to space unless they experience additional physical processes (such as drifts) that shift their guiding center to an open or draped magnetic field line. A closed field line can also become open if conditions cause it to reconnect with other open or draped field.

The above definitions mean that draped and open magnetic field lines are particularly important in the context of ionospheric escape at Mars, and the extent to which they occupy the collisionless regime of the ionosphere is likely to have important implications for enabling such escape. Because the upstream solar wind conditions drive the interaction with the Martian obstacle, “extreme” space weather events, such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and high pressure pulses from solar wind stream interactions, have been observed to drastically alter the Martian magnetosphere and drive substantial enhancements of ionospheric escape to space (Curry et al., 2015; Edberg et al., 2010; Futaana et al., 2008; Jakosky et al., 2015a; Luhmann et al., 2017; Lundin et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2017; Opgenoorth et al., 2013). Recent studies by Xu et al. (2019) and Xu, Fang, et al. (2018) investigated the response of magnetic topology driven by the arrival of CMEs at Mars in 2003 and 2017, respectively, showing that draped magnetic field lines were observed at much deeper altitudes in the ionosphere compared to the quiet time conditions prior to the arrival of each CME. The authors postulated that extreme space weather events may thus expose a greater portion of the Martian ionosphere to open and draped field lines, contributing to the previously reported enhancements of ionospheric escape rates in the aforementioned studies.

The work reported in this paper is a statistical analysis of magnetic topology above the exobase that utilizes 4 years of Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) upstream solar wind data to demonstrate and confirm the importance of draped magnetic fields in enabling ionospheric escape to space. The extent of the upper ionosphere was determined for the locations where open or draped field lines penetrated into the ionosphere. Times when open or draped field lines were observed at lower altitudes in the ionosphere were associated with times of enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure normal to the atmosphere, lending further support to the idea that the occurrences of high solar wind dynamic pressures enable significantly enhanced
ionspheric escape to space at Mars. This study expands on the single CME case studies by Xu et al. (2019) and Xu, Fang, et al. (2018) and demonstrates a general trend is present for all values of solar wind dynamic pressure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Descriptions of the data sets used in this study are given in section 2; the statistical analysis method is described in section 3, and the results of this study are presented in section 4. Discussion of these results is given in section 5, before concluding in section 6.

2. Data

Data used in this study are taken by the MAVEN mission, which has been operating at Mars since late 2014. MAVEN is in a 4.5-hr elliptical orbit with a typical periapsis altitude of around 150 km and an apoapsis altitude of \( \sim 6,400 \) km (Jakosky et al., 2015b). MAVEN thus samples below the exobase region on each periapsis pass but does not always observe the ionospheric peak, which is located at around 125-km altitude close to the subsolar point.

MAVEN’s orbit precesses over time such that the spacecraft periapsis samples all local times and latitudes, including dayside and nightside. The data set analyzed in this study spans from 1 January 2015 to 31 October 2018. Only orbits where periapsis was located at solar zenith angle (SZA) <90° were analyzed, providing a total of 4,188 orbits. Data from the Magnetometer (MAG), Langmuir Probe and Waves (LPW), Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA), and Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) instruments were analyzed.

MAG consists of two fluxgate magnetometers that measure the 3-D magnetic field vector at 32 Hz. The use of two fluxgates provides hardware redundancy and also allows for the calibration and removal of spacecraft generated magnetic fields. More information concerning MAG can be found in Connerney et al. (2015).

Two Langmuir Probes, each mounted at the end of \( \sim 7\)-m booms, and separated by an angular distance of 110°, constitute the LPW instrument. Data from LPW’s Langmuir Probe operation mode are analyzed in this study. In this mode, the instrument measures current-voltage (I-V) curves, from which the local ionspheric electron density \( N_e \), temperature \( T_e \) and spacecraft potential are derived via the fitting method discussed in Ergun et al. (2015). Derived \( N_e \) are analyzed in this study, during times when the spacecraft potential was \( > -6 \) V. MAVEN infrequently flies through periapsis in an attitude that causes much larger (absolute) values of spacecraft charging (i.e., \( < -6 \) V), during which times the derived values of \( N_e \) are less reliable; such times are not included in this study but comprise a small fraction of the total MAVEN LPW data set. Additional information about the LPW instrument can be found in Andersson et al. (2015). Data from the waves operation mode are not analyzed in this study, but the operation and data caveats of this mode are discussed in detail in Fowler et al. (2017).

SWEA consists of a hemispherical top hat electrostatic analyzer whose field of view (360° \( \times 120° \)) is provided by electrostatic deflectors. SWEA measures electron fluxes from 3 eV up to 5 keV with an energy resolution of 17%. Further information on SWEA can be found in Mitchell et al. (2016). Magnetic topology information can be deduced using a combination of SWEA and MAG data using the method outlined in Xu, Weber, et al. (2018). Topology is inferred from the presence of loss cones (Brain et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2017) and/or ionospheric photoelectrons (Xu et al., 2017). Seven distinct magnetic topologies can be distinguished using this method, encompassing various combinations of closed, open, or draped fields that connect to the dayside and/or nightside ionosphere. The number of topology cases was simplified in this study by combining these groups into two bins: closed field lines, which likely inhibit ionspheric escape to space, and open or draped field lines (termed simply open for the remainder of this study), which likely enable ionspheric escape to space.

SWIA is an electrostatic top hat analyzer with a field of view spanning 360° \( \times 90° \). Ion fluxes from 25 eV up to 25 keV in energy are measured with an energy resolution of 14.5%. Additional information on SWIA can be found in Halekas et al. (2015a). This study also utilizes averaged upstream solar wind density and velocity information, which is calculated from SWIA data; the method used to calculate these averages is described in Halekas et al. (2017b). These parameters are used to calculate the average upstream solar wind dynamic pressure, \( P_{dyn} = m_p n_p v_p^2 \), where \( m_p \) is the proton mass, \( n_p \) is the average upstream proton density, and \( v_p \) is the average upstream proton velocity. We neglect the dynamic pressure contribution from solar wind alphas, which is typically negligible at Mars, as discussed in Zhang and Luhmann (1992), for example. Depending upon MAVEN’s orbit, the spacecraft does not always sample the undisturbed upstream solar wind, and for such orbits, the upstream dynamic pressure can sometimes be calculated based on solar wind protons that
are observed in the dayside ionosphere due to charge exchange with the neutral Martian exosphere (Halekas et al., 2015b). The combination of both techniques provides estimates of the upstream solar wind dynamic pressure during most dayside periapsis passes in the MAVEN data set.

3. Analysis Method and Example Periapsis Profiles

This section discusses the general analysis method used to produce the statistical results shown in section 4. Each of the 4,188 individual periapsis passes comprising the MAVEN data set was assigned a corresponding upstream solar wind dynamic pressure \(P_{\text{dyn}}\) value (whose derivation is discussed in section 2). Because MAVEN's orbit period is approximately 4.5 hr long, data are typically measured in the upstream solar wind \(\sim 2–3\) hr prior to or after a given periapsis pass. For this study, upstream \(P_{\text{dyn}}\) values were only paired to a periapsis pass if they occurred within \(2.5\) hr of the time of periapsis. If these criteria were not met, then a value was not assigned. This method assumes that \(P_{\text{dyn}}\) does not vary significantly over timescales of less than \(2.5\) hr, which is not always true; however, it is the best one can do with single spacecraft measurements. An autocorrelation study carried out by Marquette et al. (2018) demonstrated that the typical quiet time values of upstream dynamic pressure at Mars (\(\sim 7–8\) nPa), are observed to vary by 0.1 to 0.2 nPa over a time span of \(2.5\) hr. For periapsis passes where an upstream \(P_{\text{dyn}}\) measurement was not available, observations of penetrating protons in the ionosphere, if present, were used to estimate \(P_{\text{dyn}}\).

MAVEN data from two example inbound passes are shown in Figure 1, from passes where the contribution from the crustal magnetic anomalies were deemed small. Only passes where the average modeled crustal magnetic field strength from the Morschhauser spherical harmonic model (Morschhauser et al., 2014) was less than \(5\) nT, across the altitude range \(390–410\) km, were analyzed in this study. The crustal magnetic anomalies are known to create an even more complex plasma environment, and we focus here on the simplest cases, when such fields are assumed not present.

Data from an inbound pass are shown in Figures 1A–1D, spanning a time range 19 September 2015/06:59:00 to 19 September 2015/07:15:14 UTC. Data from a different inbound pass are shown in panels E–H, spanning a time range of 12 November 2017/16:19:45 to 12 November 2017/16:36:08 UTC. The spacecraft SZA is shown as a function of altitude in panels A and E. Note that negative SZA denote the dawn side of Mars, and positive SZA denote the duskside. The corresponding solar wind dynamic pressure at normal incidence to the atmosphere (referred to as \textit{normal dynamic pressure} for the remainder of this paper) is shown as a function of altitude in panels B and F. This value is obtained by multiplying the upstream solar wind dynamic pressure with the cosine of the spacecraft SZA, squared, at each altitude data point, as done in Zhang and Luhmann (1992), for example. This method assumes that the outer surface of the ionosphere follows a spherical shape as a function of SZA. The SWEA magnetic topology code is shown in panels C and G; a value of 1 denotes that the local magnetic field line is closed, and a value of 2 denotes that the local magnetic field line is either open or draped (termed just \textit{open} for the remainder of this paper). A value of 0 means that the automated code was unable to determine the magnetic field topology: These data points are excluded from any further analysis in this study. The ionospheric electron density, \(N_e\), as derived from LPW measurements, is shown in panels D and H. The vertical blue lines show the average \(N_e\) spanning 50-km altitude bins. The horizontal green line ("density threshold 1") denotes where the average \(N_e\) falls below \(10^3\) cm\(^{-3}\); the horizontal dashed orange line ("density threshold 2") denotes where the average \(N_e\) falls below \(10^2\) cm\(^{-3}\). The altitudes at which these density thresholds are observed at are used to parameterize the extent of the upper Martian ionosphere in this study. The choice of these density thresholds is somewhat arbitrary, but they allow us to characterize the extent of the upper ionosphere in a simple manner. The LPW instrument was designed to measure the dense, dayside ionosphere, and uncertainties in derived densities can become larger at densities less than about \(10^2\) cm\(^{-3}\), which was taken into consideration when specifying these density thresholds.

During the pass from 19 September 2015, MAVEN starts close to the subsolar point at high altitudes and moves to higher SZA as the spacecraft approaches periapsis (panel A). Subsequently, the solar wind dynamic pressure normal to the atmosphere decreases as MAVEN approaches periapsis due to its dependence on \(\text{cosine}(\text{SZA})^2\) (panel B). A sharp, almost "ledge-like" cutoff is observed in the density profile at about 400-km altitude, with density thresholds 1 and 2 separated by only 50 km in altitude (panel D). This feature coincides with the lowest altitudes that open magnetic field topology is observed down to, marked by the red dashed horizontal line in panel C.
During the pass from 12 November 2017, MAVEN is close to the dawn terminator at high altitudes and approaches the subsolar point as it travels toward periapsis (panel E). The corresponding solar wind dynamic pressure normal to the atmosphere increases closer to periapsis (panel F). The observed density profile is qualitatively very different to the one shown in panel D. The profile shown in panel H decreases much more smoothly with altitude and extends above 800 km. The sharp ledge-like cutoff in density is not observed, and the density thresholds are separated by a much greater altitude distance. Panel G shows that no open magnetic field topology is observed below 800-km altitude for this pass.

Although we only show two example profiles in Figure 1, we have inspected a much larger number by hand during our analysis. As is discussed later in this section, density and magnetic topology profiles can demonstrate large orbit-to-orbit and interorbit variability. The examples shown in Figure 1 are fairly "neat" and clear-cut, in that the density thresholds are crossed only once and are easily identified and a clear transition from closed to open magnetic field topology occurs as a function of altitude (for Figure 1C). It should be noted that there are also profiles where this is not the case: Localized density bite outs can occur where depletions in density can fall below $10^2$ or $10^3$ cm$^{-3}$ over altitude ranges of a few hundred kilometers or less, and the magnetic topology can be highly variable, alternating back and forth between open, closed, and unknown topology. For these cases, the lowest altitude at which each density threshold is first passed is used in subsequent analysis. Some of these cases are likely because MAVEN possesses a significant horizontal velocity component through periapsis and such cases are highlighting horizontal spatial structure that MAVEN is flying through. Other cases may be caused by time variability in the Martian magnetosphere and ionosphere, driven by rapidly changing upstream solar wind conditions, for example. We have not investigated the cause of these highly variable cases further, but it is important to note that such cases exist. As is
Figure 2. Altitudes of density thresholds 1 and 2 (panels A and B, respectively) as a function of topology transition altitude. Color represents SZA at the altitude of each density threshold. The crosses show the average data when binned: The horizontal bars denote the bin size, and the vertical bars denote the standard deviation within each bin. SZA = solar zenith angle.

shown in later figures, clear statistical trends still appear when the large data set is considered, despite the highly variable nature that may be observed on single periapsis passes.

The results of the statistical analysis, presented in section 4, are obtained through the analysis of the various parameters shown in Figure 1, namely, the altitudes of density thresholds 1 and 2, the altitude at which the magnetic field transitions from predominantly closed to open topology (referred to as the topology transition altitude for the remainder of this study), and the incident $P_{\text{dyn}}$ at these three altitudes. After passing various data quality filters over the original data set of 8,376 inbound and outbound passes (4,188 orbits), a total of 2,446 inbound and outbound passes were identified for analysis. These quality filters removed times when one or more necessary data products were unavailable, times when spacecraft charging was large (see section 2), times when upstream $P_{\text{dyn}}$ values were unavailable, and times when the contribution to the local magnetic field from the localized crustal magnetic anomalies was large.

The altitudes of density thresholds 1 and 2 were determined using an automated algorithm that identifies when the averaged, binned density profiles (the vertical blue lines in Figures 1D and 1H) dropped below $10^2$ and $10^3$ cm$^{-3}$. Passes where these drop-offs in density occurred above an altitude of 800 km were not included in the analysis presented here. We attempted to design an automated algorithm that could identify the topology transition altitude in the ionosphere, but this proved difficult due to the variable nature of the topology itself and the fact that magnetic topology cannot always be identified from SWEA and MAG data. We thus inspected 500 random inbound or outbound passes and marked the altitude by hand where the topology transitioned from predominantly closed to open. Topology transitions were only marked for clear-cut cases similar to those shown by the red dashed horizontal line in Figure 1C. For less clear cases, an altitude was omitted. We inspected only the magnetic topology profiles and did not include the corresponding density profiles, so as not to be biased by any features observed in the density profiles. Of the 500 random passes inspected, we were able to mark 249 topology transitions, with the remaining 251 being omitted. Subsequently, analysis presented in section 4 involving the topology transition altitude consists of this data subset of 249 points. All other analyses pertaining to the altitudes of density thresholds 1 and 2 are composed of the 2,446 inbound or outbound passes described above.

4. Results From the Statistical Study

4.1. The Influence of Open Magnetic Field Topology on the Altitudes of Density Thresholds 1 and 2

The altitudes of density thresholds 1 and 2 are shown as functions of the topology transition altitude in Figure 2. Panel A shows the altitudes of density threshold 1, and panel B, the altitudes of density threshold 2. Each data point represents a single inbound or outbound pass from the data subset described at the end of section 3, where the color of each data point is coded with respect to the SZA at each density threshold altitude. The dashed gray line in each panel shows the 1:1 line, where the density threshold altitude equals the topology transition altitude. The green crosses show the statistical properties of the data in panel A when binned into 50-km bins across the horizontal axis (i.e., binned by topology transition altitude). The horizontal bar of each cross marks the horizontal extent of each bin, with its y axis value marking the mean density threshold altitude within that bin. The vertical extent of the bar shows the standard deviation of the threshold altitudes within that bin. The orange crosses are the same, but for density threshold 2 altitudes, in panel B.
Although there is a fair amount of variability shown in panel A, there is a clear, almost 1:1 trend, between the altitude of density threshold 1 and the topology transition altitude. The altitude of density threshold 2 (panel B) does not seem to depend as strongly on the topology transition altitude, and the variability within each bin is significantly smaller than for density threshold 1, especially at lower topology transition altitudes below ~500 km or so. The altitudes of density threshold 1 show a dependence on SZA, in that density threshold 1 is observed at lower altitudes for lower SZA values. A similar trend is present for the altitude of density threshold 2 but to a lesser extent.

The separation distances between the altitudes of density thresholds 1 and 2, as a function of the percentage of open magnetic field lines observed above each threshold, are shown in Figure 3. The horizontal axes in Figure 3 show the percentage of open magnetic field lines above density thresholds 1 and 2. A value of 100% means that all of the magnetic topology above density threshold 1 or 2 was deemed open; a value of 0% means that none of the magnetic field above density thresholds 1 or 2 was open and was 100% closed (we exclude times when the topology code is 0 in this study, so that the sum of the percentage of closed and open field lines is equal to 100%). The solid lines shows the average separation distance for the data, binned in 5% increments, and the vertical bars show the standard deviation within each bin. Significant variability is observed, but as the percentage of open field lines above each density threshold increases, the separation distance between the two thresholds tends to decrease. This trend is clearer for panel B than for panel A.

4.2. The Influence of Solar Wind Normal Dynamic Pressure on the Altitudes of Density Thresholds 1 and 2

The altitudes of density thresholds 1 and 2 as a function of $P_{dyn}$ at each threshold altitude are shown in Figure 4. The data points are colored as a function of SZA at the altitude of density threshold 1 or 2, clearly demonstrating that $P_{dyn}$ tends to decrease as SZA increases, as expected due to the cosine(SZA)^2 dependence of $P_{dyn}$. To account for this SZA dependence, the data have been binned into nine overlapping SZA bins, centered at 0° to 80° in 10° increments. Each bin spans an SZA range of ±10° from the center SZA value. The solid lines in each figure represent the average values within each SZA bin and show a clear trend that the threshold altitudes decrease as $P_{dyn}$ increases. At least five data points were required to lie within any given bin for an average to be plotted to ensure reasonable counting statistics.
The separation distances between density thresholds 1 and 2, as a function of incident $P_{\text{dyn}}$ and SZA at density threshold 1, are shown in Figure 5. The data points are again color coded as a function of SZA, and the data have been binned using the same method as in Figure 4 to account for the SZA dependence of $P_{\text{dyn}}$. The solid lines show that the average altitude separation distance between density thresholds 1 and 2 tends to decrease as incident $P_{\text{dyn}}$ increases, particularly for values of SZA above $\sim 50^\circ$.

### 4.3. The Influence of Solar Wind Normal Dynamic Pressure on Open Magnetic Field Topology in the Ionosphere

The topology transition altitude, as a function of incident $P_{\text{dyn}}$ at that altitude, is shown in Figure 6, where data points are color coded by the SZA at the topology transition altitude. Because this data subset consists
Figure 6. Topology transition altitude as a function of incident dynamic pressure at that altitude. Color denotes SZA at the topology transition altitude. The solid lines show averages of data binned into overlapping 30°-sized SZA bins, with each bin centered at SZA values of 0° to 60° and spaced every 15°. SZA = solar zenith angle.

of fewer points, larger (still overlapping) SZA bin sizes have been used when calculating the averages shown by the solid lines. Bins are centered at SZA values of 0° to 60°, centered every 15° and spanning ±15°. A minimum of three data points were required to plot an average in any given bin. There is significant variability observed for all values of SZA; however, the average values demonstrate that the topology transition altitude tends to decrease with increasing incident $P_{\text{dyn}}$.

The percentage of open magnetic field lines above density thresholds 1 and 2 (up to 800-km altitude) is shown as a function of incident $P_{\text{dyn}}$ at each threshold altitude in Figure 7. The data points are color coded by the SZA value at density threshold 1 or 2. The data are binned by SZA using the same method as for

Figure 7. Percentage of open magnetic field lines observed above density thresholds 1 and 2 (panels A and B, respectively), as a function of incident dynamic pressure at threshold 1 or 2. Color denotes SZA at threshold 1 or 2. The solid lines show averages of data binned into overlapping 20°-sized SZA bins, with each bin centered at SZA values of 0° to 80° and spaced every 10°. SZA = solar zenith angle.
Figure 4. Large variability is again observed, but the percentage of open magnetic field lines above density thresholds 1 and 2 tends to increase as the incident $P_{\text{dyn}}$ increases at each threshold altitude.

5. Discussion

5.1. The Importance of Open Magnetic Field Topology in the Upper Ionosphere

The individual altitude profiles shown in Figure 1 (along with many of the profiles inspected in this study that are not shown here) demonstrate that ionospheric density and magnetic topology is highly variable in the dayside Martian ionosphere, as has been previously reported (e.g., Withers, 2009). Figure 1D shows an example pass where the extent of the upper ionosphere appears to coincide with the transition from closed to open magnetic field topology. The statistical study reported here is an attempt to identify and quantify any correlations that exist between open magnetic field topology, the extent of the upper ionosphere, and the solar wind dynamic pressure normal to the dayside ionosphere. The large variability discussed above is the result of many drivers and parameters, including SZA, local magnetic field orientation (horizontal or vertical field), the presence (or lack there of) of crustal magnetic anomalies, seasonal effects (such as the solar photoionizing extreme ultraviolet irradiance), to name a few. We have attempted to control for the presence of crustal magnetic fields and SZA effects. The first is achieved by only analyzing orbits where the contribution from crustal magnetic anomalies at 400-km altitude is small (see section 3 for more information); the second is achieved by binning data as a function of SZA, as presented throughout section 4. Although large variability is still observed in the statistical analysis, clear trends emerge demonstrating the importance of the solar wind normal dynamic pressure and open magnetic field topology on the extent of the Martian upper ionosphere.

Figures 2 and 3 show to varying degrees that open magnetic field topology influences the altitudes of the $10^2$ and $10^3$ cm$^{-3}$ density thresholds in the ionosphere, namely, that when a greater percentage of the magnetic field topology is open (vs. closed), the altitudes at which the ionospheric density drops below $10^2$ and $10^3$ cm$^{-3}$ (density thresholds “1” and “2”) decrease. This is most clearly shown in Figure 2A, where the altitude down to which open magnetic field topology reaches (the “topology transition altitude”) and the altitude of density threshold 1 match almost 1:1. This suggests that the extent of the upper ionosphere (here defined to be when ionospheric density drops below $10^2$ cm$^{-3}$) may be controlled by the transition from closed to open magnetic field. Such behavior may occur because the ionosphere is collisionless at the typical altitudes that the topology transition is observed at, meaning that planetary ions whose guiding centers are on open field lines just above this transition are more likely able to escape from this region and are thus not observed there. Planetary ions on closed magnetic field just below this transition are less likely to escape and are consequently observed there. The relatively minor response of density threshold 2 with respect to the topology transition altitude (panel B) suggests that this threshold may typically be located in the photochemically controlled region of the ionosphere, where processes in the upper ionosphere do not influence this region to a great extent.

The dependence of density threshold 1 (and to some extent 2) on SZA are not surprising, given that the dayside ionosphere is to first order controlled by the incident solar photoionizing flux, which decreases with increasing SZA. Similar trends concerning the main ionospheric peak have been reported in previous studies, and our results complement these earlier results (e.g., Fallows et al., 2015; Morgan et al., 2008; Vogt et al., 2017).

A range of separation altitudes between density thresholds 1 and 2 are observed, ranging from a sharp density drop-off with both thresholds located at the same altitude (0-km separation, to the accuracy of the 50-km bin sizes used) up to much smoother density drop-offs spanning separation altitudes of several hundred kilometers. Figures 3 and 5 suggest that the percentage of open field lines above density threshold 2, and the normal dynamic pressure, are important for determining this separation altitude. A greater percentage of open field lines observed above density threshold 2, and higher normal dynamic pressures, tends to coincide with smaller separation distances. The latter is particularly true at SZA greater than $\sim 50^\circ$ (see Figure 5), and may be because the separation distance is already small at lower SZA where the normal dynamic pressure is intrinsically larger and plasma boundaries tend to be sharper in general there.

When the separation distance between density thresholds 1 and 2 is relatively small, say less than $\sim 100$ km or so, the ionospheric density profile resembles that of an ionopause-like density profile. The ionopause
boundary is sometimes defined as a tangential discontinuity, across which the total pressure is constant and the normal components of the magnetic field and particle velocity are 0 (Schunk & Nagy, 2009). The ionopause boundary is typically observed at unmagnetized bodies when solar wind dynamic pressure is balanced by ionospheric thermal pressure above the exobase. It is a particularly prominent feature of the Venusian ionosphere at solar maximum and is characterized by a steep gradient in the ionospheric density as a function of altitude (e.g., Brace et al., 1980; Knudsen et al., 1979). The Venus ionopause is observed to broaden as it is pushed to lower altitudes by higher solar wind dynamic pressures (e.g., Elphic et al., 1981; Luhmann et al., 1987), a behavior thought to be related to the increasing effects of collisions. Several studies have identified the existence of an ionopause-like feature in the Martian ionosphere, although unlike at Venus, this feature only appears to be present for approximately half the time or less at Mars (Duru et al., 2009; Vogt et al., 2015). The inspection of many dayside passes by hand in this study (and those shown in Figure 1) revealed that sharp ionospheric density “ledges” are sometimes present and sometimes absent in the MAVEN data at Mars. The trends observed in Figures 3 and 5 may explain this, and the percentage of open magnetic field topology and the solar wind normal dynamic pressure may play an important role in determining when an ionopause-like feature is observed at Mars. Further investigation of this boundary was outside the topic of this study and was not followed further.

5.2. The Importance of Solar Wind Normal Dynamic Pressure for Open Magnetic Field Topology in the Upper Ionosphere

Case studies have shown that during times of extreme solar wind dynamic pressure, draped magnetic field lines are observed to penetrate deep into the Martian ionosphere (Xu et al., 2019; Xu, Fang, et al., 2018). The results of this study demonstrate similar behavior across the full range of solar wind normal dynamic pressures observed at Mars. Figure 2 demonstrates that the altitude of density threshold 1 matches almost 1:1 with the topology transition altitude, while Figure 4 shows that the altitudes of density thresholds 1 and 2 decrease as normal dynamic pressure increases. One can thus infer that the topology transition altitude will also decrease as normal dynamic pressure increases, and this is observed in Figure 6. A greater percentage of open and draped field lines are observed above both density thresholds under conditions of higher normal pressure, shown in Figure 7. One interpretation of this is that during times of lower normal dynamic pressure, there is more structure in the magnetic field topology above each density threshold, where closed, open, and draped fields may be observed. During times of strong normal dynamic pressure, this structure is compressed downward and replaced by mainly draped field above the density thresholds, as shown in Figure 7.

An important caveat to remember in the interpretation of the presented observations is that MAVEN possesses a significant horizontal velocity in the ionosphere and the profiles shown are not true vertical profiles. It is likely that the spacecraft crosses different spatial structures and observes time variability within a single pass, which likely determine whether MAVEN observes open or closed magnetic field at any given measurement point.

A recent study by Ramstad et al. (2018) analyzed 10 years of Mars EXpress ion data and found that heavy ion escape rates decreased slightly, with increasing solar wind dynamic pressure, opposite to the inferences drawn in this study. It is not yet clear why this discrepancy exists between these two studies; however, comparison of the analysis methods may help explain and consolidate these differences. The Ramstad et al. (2018) study analyzed heavy ion fluxes mostly in the tail region, and to first order did not include ions escaping in the polar plume region. The authors note that ion escape in the polar plume could become enhanced during times of stronger dynamic pressure, offsetting the observed decreases in tail escape. Additionally, our study analyzed the response of Martian magnetic topology to changes in the normal dynamic pressure, which is strongly dependent on the SZA at each measurement point, as shown in Figures 1B and 1F. The Ramstad et al. (2018) study did not take into account SZA and analyzed heavy ion escape rates with respect to upstream solar wind dynamic pressure only.

5.3. Extreme Solar Wind Dynamic Pressures at Mars in the Context of This Study

MAVEN has been at Mars since September 2014, toward the end of the maximum activity phase of solar cycle 24. Because of the overall weaker interplanetary conditions in the heliosphere during cycle 24, in comparison to the previous cycle, the strength and occurrence of high dynamic pressure events (such as CMEs) has been moderate during this time period (Lee et al., 2017, 2018). To put into context the upstream dynamic pressure values associated with these high dynamic pressure events, namely, those triggered by CMEs and high speed solar wind streams, with those that were measured during quiet solar wind conditions,
the distribution of all upstream solar wind dynamic pressures observed by MAVEN is shown in Figure 8. The shaded gray area marks the 97.5th percentile, and the dashed colored vertical lines mark seven upstream dynamic pressure values measured by MAVEN, which are associated with these space weather events. The dates of these events are given in the figure caption. These are quite clearly extremes and lie a factor of \( \sim 10 \) or more above the median dynamic pressure value (marked as the solid red vertical line). A comparison to Figures 4 to 7 from this study suggest that draped magnetic field should penetrate deep into the ionosphere during these extreme events, down to 200-km altitude or below. Such behavior would likely contribute to the observed enhanced ionospheric escape rates during these space weather event periods.

Unfortunately, observing conditions during all of these extreme dynamic pressure events were not ideal and have made it difficult to fully characterize the ionospheric responses: MAVEN’s periapsis was located close to or even past the terminator for some events, and/or extreme spacecraft charging during periapsis significantly degraded the plasma data. The only event that shows some promise is the 13 September 2017 event (the blue line), where MAVEN’s periapsis was located at about 70° SZA. An overview of this CME event has been provided by Lee et al. (2018); significant spacecraft charging is still present below 200-km altitude during this event, but a future study none the less aims to fully characterize the ionospheric response.

We end our discussion with some comments regarding the ongoing evaluation of the evolution of Mars’ atmosphere over time and how the results presented in this study may provide some insight (or perhaps additional complexities) to this evaluation. The young Sun is thought to have been significantly more active than today, with a quiet time solar wind perhaps 2–3 times denser and faster than today’s quiet time values (e.g., Boesswetter et al., 2010; Newkirk Jr, 1980; Ribas et al., 2005). The corresponding solar wind dynamic pressure (and normal dynamic pressure) would subsequently be at least a factor of 10 or so greater than the quiet time value today, meaning that typical solar wind conditions for past Mars may have been equivalent to the extreme dynamic pressure events observed today. If one assumes that the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere at past Mars are the same as today (which is probably not a good assumption due to higher solar extreme ultraviolet irradiance [Tu et al., 2015]), then ionospheric escape to space may have been greatly enhanced in the past, given the deep penetration of draped magnetic field lines that we would expect, based on the results of this study. Mars is thought to have possessed a substantially thicker atmosphere in its past (e.g., Carr, 1983, 1999; Kasting, 1991), and further work is needed to quantify how such an atmosphere may affect the results of this study.
6. Conclusions

Open and draped magnetic field line topologies are thought to be an important enabler of ionospheric escape to space at Mars, providing ionospheric particles access to the solar wind. A statistical study of 4 years of MAVEN dayside ionospheric data shows that open and draped field lines penetrate deeper into the ionosphere during conditions of enhanced upstream solar wind dynamic pressure. Additionally, the altitudes at which the ionospheric density drops below $10^2$ and $10^3$ cm$^{-3}$ are also observed at decreasing altitudes, under increasing dynamic pressures normal to the atmosphere. The altitude of the $10^2$ cm$^{-3}$ density threshold to first order coincides with the altitude down to which open and draped magnetic fields penetrate, demonstrating that times of enhanced solar wind normal dynamic pressure likely produce enhancements of ionospheric escape to space as a result of this deeper penetration of open and draped fields into the ionosphere.

The early Sun is thought to have possessed a denser, faster solar wind, producing a typical dynamic pressure at least $\sim 10$ times greater than today's typical conditions. Quiet time conditions for past Mars may have been equivalent to dynamic pressure events today, and draped magnetic fields may have been able to penetrate deeply into the ionosphere on a regular basis. Ionospheric escape to space may thus have been an important mechanism for atmospheric loss to space and evolution over the planets history. A better understanding of Mars' past atmospheric and ionospheric conditions are needed before quantitative evaluations can be made.
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